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It’s Ava’s first Christmas away from home and she’s excited to spend it with her Grandmart and Pop Pop and all 
her fun cousins. But how will Santa know where to find her? Ava knows her younger brothers will be sad if they 
wake up and there are no presents under the tree, so she sets out to save Christmas. Ava soon learns, though, that 

Santa has a way of finding every good little boy and girl, simply by following their hearts.

Written by Graham Gardner
Illustrated by Nancy LeBlanc

Can Santa find you 
this Christmas?

$19.95 Hardcover, 11 x 8.5” 
Children’s Book
ISBN: 978-0-9859358-0-1
 

To Order
Order direct from the publisher at www.belleislebooks.com; 
804.644.3090 or write 5 South First Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219.   
Also available at amazon.com and bn.com. $19.95 plus shipping/handling. 

www.pleasantlivingmagazine.com BOOKS
If you love Pleasant Living Magazine, history, nature, 
cooking, folklore, rural culture and Virginia's River 
Country, you'll love PL Books.  

Richmond office:  804.644.3090        •        5 South First St., Richmond, VA  23219
Visit us online at www.pleasantlivingmagazine.com and click on Books

Launched in 2011 by Pleasant Living magazine, PL Books publishes books in a variety of genres and subject 
matter.  We publish books for the marketplace—or for your family, community, or church.  If you have written a 
book or plan to write one, write or call us.  We'll make your book come true.
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WALDEN'S CONSTRUCTION
PROVIDING QUALITY SERVICES SINCE 1983

HOME DESIGNED BY WILLIAM DARWIN PRILLMAN & ASSOCIATES ARCHITECTS

With 20 years experience serving the Northern Neck and 
Middle Peninsula, we help build dreams one home at a time.

Whether you desire a new home or renovations to a family farmhouse, 
when quality counts, count on Walden's Construction.

559 Moores Creek Drive, Deltaville, Virginia 23043

804.776.9753

There’s nothing like the gift of diamonds to tell that special someone how 
you feel.  And no matter what diamond you choose, you’ll be giving a gift of 
lasting quality, beauty and desirability.  When you make your Christmas list 
this year, check it twice.  And see who’s nice enough to deserve a diamond!
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200 Irvington Road • Kilmarnock, Virginia
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EDITOR’S JOURNAL

Cokie

My childhood in East Texas was a fairly 
typical middle-class upbringing.  
We were clearly a 1950’s nuclear 

family of the stereotypical kind:  mother, 
father, two kids, two cars, and a house in 
Green Acres (no kidding). The schools were 
segregated, downtown was segregated, and 
my neighborhood was such a blinding white 
it would put out your eyes. Looking back, I 
realize how isolated I was from the world of 
color that lived outside the circumference of 
Green Acres. The black community existed 
in the shadows, literally across the tracks on 
the north edge or beyond the town borderlines, 
and so I rarely, if ever, saw a black person. Of 
course I was living in Texas (another country), it 
was the 1950s and the world was different then, but 
even at a very young age I knew and felt something was 
missing—and wrong.  

And then Cokie entered the picture.  Born in 1899, Chlora 
Jackson, nicknamed Cokie, was a sweet, loving and attentive black 
woman who did the laundry, cleaned the house, and watched over 
me like a mother goose when my mother was out working part-time 
or running off to golf at Briarwood Country Club. I don’t remember 
exactly how old I was when she came to work for us. I know I 
was too young to know much about her, her family, or where she 
lived, but I knew the warmth she brought with her and the love she 
showered on me. As the main character in the recent movie, The 
Help, tells a child she’s caring for, “You is kind. You is smart. And 
you is important.”   I felt like that child likely felt:  safe, loved, well 
cared for—and very special. At first I was captivated by the color of 
Cokie’s skin—even hypnotized by it—but soon I developed color 
blindness, and thankfully, I have remained blind to color ever since. 

As is the case with many of my contemporaries who were cared 
for by a nanny, Cokie was one of the key influences in my life. My 
mother wasn’t a reader, but Cokie was, and she introduced me to 
Little Black Sambo, the Hardy Boys, and other classic children’s 
books of the time.  I can still hear her distinctive scratchy voice 
and her infectious laugh—and feel the sharpness of her call when I 
was misbehaving. She was good-natured, loved to tell stories, and 
always wore the crispiest white dress that smelled of the wind and 
afternoon sun. Every Christmas, my parents gave a box of clothing 
and other items to Cokie and her family, and I suspect that that white 
dress had originally belonged to my mother.  On the sly, my father 
slipped a brown paper bag to her husband. He loved whiskey, and I 
think that’s what killed him.

Twenty-five years later, my former wife, Mary, and I returned to 
Texas and stopped in to visit her. She gave us a tour of her chicken 
house, her humble two-room dwelling, and with pride and her 
contagious smile, showed us her new cook stove.  Her husband had 

passed away by then, so she lived alone, tended 
her chickens and dogs and went fishing every 

chance she could. Her house sat in the middle 
of a dusty field surrounded by scrub brush, 
the wallpaper a combination of the Tyler 
Morning Telegraph and rags to stop the 
wind.  She lived in poverty, but you never 
heard a word of complaint. This was her 
life. She was healthy and contented in her 
old age, still writing letters to us to express 
her love.

A few years ago, my fiancé, Tanya, 
and I went to Texas to visit my brother, 

and we took a trip to Flint to find her house, 
traveling through a landscape that was foreign 

yet hauntingly familiar to me. My memory of 
exactly where she lived was vague. I wasn’t sure, 

but I thought we had found the place, and I wasn’t 
surprised that it had disappeared. It had been a shell of 

a house.  Cokie was in her mid to late seventies when we had 
last communicated, and that was twenty years earlier, so I was 
sure she had died, and Tanya searched records that confirmed 
that she had died in 1998. No record of her burial existed, so 
we began a search that afternoon, exploring several cemeteries 
in the area, walking among gravestones, reading epitaphs, and 
along the way, stopping to ask questions of locals, including 
the local postmistress.  Telling the story in a local convenience 
store attracted attention, and a local woman told us we needed 
to speak to a particular man who could shed light on where Ms. 
Chlora Jackson’s house might be located, and at that moment, 
the man walked in the store. Several folks gathered around as he 
remembered that his son may have worked with Cokie’s son, and 
so he was able to give us a possible location of her house. We set 
out again, but it was getting late and we had another commitment, 
so were forced to turn back to town.

Since then, I’ve thought a lot about Cokie and Texas, my 
family and old friends.  Staying and living where you’re planted 
offers benefits.  You preserve links with your past and are able to 
more easily maintain contact with friends and family. You’re able 
to share in all the rituals of life—the births, deaths, and marriages 
of people you know and love, and witness the transformation of 
your community over time.  Living at a distance makes it easier 
to forget and lose touch, and next thing you know, three decades 
have evaporated. People in your life who were very special have 
disappeared, too, and you find yourself searching through a rural, 
overgrown, but still very beautiful, cemetery. pl

Publ isher
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Thea Marshall is a professional writer, broadcaster, actor and producer. She writes and 
broadcasts original commentaries on and about the people, places, history and culture of 
Virginia's Northern Neck for National Public Radio's Northern Neck station, WCVE/
WCNV. Her book, Neck Tales, was published in 2009

Ruby Lee Norris, a retired educator, was a charter member of the Chesapeake  
Writer’s Club and an active member of the Garden Club of the Middle Peninsula. The 
garden at her pre-Civil War planter’s home is designated a National Wildlife Habitat. She 
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Neck Tales: Stories from Virginia’s Northern 
Neck is a collection of essays by Thea Marshall, 
a talented storyteller and renowned radio 
commentator on National Public Radio.  First 
broadcast on NPR, these stories paint a vivid 
portrait of this part of Virginia that’s a world apart.

To Order:  Visit www.brandylanepublishers.com,  

or call 804.644.3090.  $16 + s/h

6 x 9” paperback,  
132 pages. Color cover.
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PL’s NEW WHERE IS IT? 
CONTESTLP SINCE 1989

Now you can send us your entry on Facebook. 
Find us at Pleasant Living Magazine!

Since 2008, we’ve been bringing you our 
Where Is It? Contest. Thousands of crab 

(and fish) hunters have been pouring over our 
pages to find miniature crabs buried in obscure 
places—and thanks to Khaki’s in Irvington, 
a prize has been presented to a lucky winner 
every issue since then.  Thanks Khaki’s. . .

Now, we challenge you to identify the 
specific object, place, or image in a photo we’ll 
be including in each issue—and the specific 
location where the photo was taken.  All the 
correct answers will be thrown into a pot, and 
we’ll draw a lucky winner each issue who we’ll 
treat with a $25 gift certificate to their favorite 
restaurant.

To enter, email us at editor@
pleasantlivingmagazine.com, find us on 
Facebook and enter there, or mail your entry 
to PL Contest, 5 S. First St., Richmond, VA  
23219.  Be sure to include your name, email 
address, and phone number so we can contact 
you if needed.

Pleasant guessing!

 
Entry deadline:  December 15, 2012.

September/October photo:  
Governor's mansion in Williamsburg
Winner:  William Ransome of Arlington
Congratulations William! who wins a $25
gift certificate to his favorite restaurant!

To Order:  
Visit www.belleislebooks.com  
or call 804.644.3090.  
Also available on amazon.com  
and bn.com. $15.95 plus s/h. 

Echoes in 
Ferryland 
by Nancy 
Hubbard Clark 
is one woman’s 
account of 
growing up on 
the Northern 
Neck of Virginia 
in the 1930s 
and 40s, 

when “born-heres” got around by 
steamboat, young people hung out 
at the soda shop, and innocence 
reigned true.  Readers are sure to feel 
nostalgia at Clark's treasure chest of 
vivid memories.

West Point Convenient Care
 For minor illness • Open 7 days a week

Call 804-843-7234
405 15th Street, West Point, VA 23181
Open Monday - Friday- 4:00 - 6:00pm 

and Saturday & Sunday 9:00am - 1:00pm

APPOINTMENTS DAILY
ACCEPTING NEW PATIENTS

Dr. Katherine DeVries, MDDr. Lisa Cash, MDDr. Donald Carver, MD Dr. Marlene Capps, MD 

NOW OFFERING COUNSELING SERVICES
With Brad Skelding, MSW, LSCW

Call 804-854-1961 to learn more or to schedule your appointments today.

Bonnie Cooley, FNP-BC

Brad Skelding, MSW, LSCW

West Point Family Medicine
Open 8:00am - 4:00pm

Monday - Friday by appointment
Call 804-843-3131

On-Site Laboratory, Well Exams, 
Sports Physicals, Flu Shots, and X-Ray
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By Christine Stoddard

F E A T U R E

While one’s typical James River daydreams 
may revolve around snatching up a prime 
picnic spot, there's a much more dramatic 
option for your next romantic outing than 

your favorite patch of grass. That place is Richmond's 
Pump House, and Ralph White is largely responsible for 
ensuring that it still stands in all its faded Victorian glory.

As James River Park System manager, White has 
supervised the Gothic Revival castle for the past thirty-two 
years. And considering that White is scheduled to retire 
in early 2013, his final spring on the job seems like the 
appropriate time to reflect upon his years spent preserving 
one of Richmond's most hidden treasures.

To meet White is to meet a local legend. He has often 
been credited as the man who changed the public perception 
of the river from one of disdain to one of reverence.

Before anything else, White commands your attention 
with a voice built for radio. Then, of course, there is the 
evident knowledge and passion for his subject flaring in 
his eyes. The sixty-seven-year-old's inspired monologues 
equally engage audiences in person or on the phone. 

Castle on the James

During face-to-face and telephone conversations with 
White at different points in the summer and fall of 2011, 
he imparted the following about the Pump House's history 
and his love affair with it:

Built in 1882 under the supervision of city engineer 
Colonel Wilfred E. Cutshaw, the gray granite Pump House 
provided water for the City of Richmond for more than 
forty years. Water was channeled there from the pumping 
station located along the Kanawha Canal, close to the 
point where the James passes Williams Island, which 
transported water to a twenty-six-foot-deep reservoir in 
Byrd Park. This water went untreated directly to Richmond 
businesses and residences until 1909.

But the Pump House also had a more glamorous side. 
Cutshaw had designed an elegant open-air dance hall on 
its sweeping balcony. The space became a bustling dance 
hall, in use from the ballroom to the swing eras.

“The Pump House united public utility through the 
pumping station and public recreation facility through the 
dance floor in a period before there was a Parks & Rec 
Department,” explained White. “It was pitched to upper-
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class clientele, to the economic and social leaders of the 
community.”

These prominent guests would come by waterway from 
7th and Canal streets, though coming by carriage through 
Byrd Park's new roads eventually became a more popular 
choice with wealthy Fan residents. As the decades passed, 
however, the dance hall's clientele declined in societal 
status and income. The dance hall became decidedly blue 
collar, often deterring the kind of crowd it had originally 
attracted.

By 1924, the Pump House no longer functioned as a 
pumping station. After World War II, its heyday as a dance 
hall quickly deteriorated. In the name of the war effort, 
the city had sold the building's machinery for scrap metal. 
In the 1950s, just as the city was poised to demolish the 
Pump House, First Presbyterian Church bought it for $1.

The city eventually regained possession of the Pump 
House, but put it to little use. In the mid-1980s, the city 
officially established Pump House Park as separate from 
Byrd Park, further removing the gem from the public's 
gaze.

Around that time, White became involved with the 
Pump House and quickly became enamored. He felt 
compelled to save the Pump House and re-introduce it to 
Richmonders.

But preserving the Pump House has been a slow-
going and laborious process, given limited funding, strict 
building regulations and the building's age. Because of the 
Pump House's state of disrepair, the inside is not currently 
open to the general public and can only be toured by 
appointment.

February 2011 marked a major milestone in White's 
mission for the building. The city finally put electricity 
in the building, after White advocated for it for years. 
However, the Pump House still needs drinking water, an 
ABC permit, and, most unexpectedly, a composting toilet. 
Given the building's historic status, installing the pipes 
necessary for operating a regular toilet is not an option, 
but no toilet means no occupancy permit.

Hence the need for a composting toilet that would cost 
$10,000, including purchase and installation compliant 
with building commissioner standards, according to 
White. One of his hopes is that the Pump House perform a 
ceremonial flush for a grand opening event.

On that note, White harbors many hopes for the Pump 
House's future. Two of the biggest? Putting a boat in the 
canal to replicate the feel of bygone days and renting out 
the space for small, “controlled” events on the site.

Yet whoever ascends the James River Park System 
throne after White will have more say in that than White 
himself. He's abdicating as King of Richmond's Pump 

House at last, though he'd prefer to be remembered as a 
humble steward of its period beauty.

One of the reasons White feels comfortable ending his 
career now is because he believes the James River Park 
System is finally on its way to paying tribute to the European 
practice of stabilizing and honoring historic structures.

“With gothic gray stone and a steeply pitched roof, 
[the Pump House] looks like a church or cathedral,” said 
White. “That's what makes it distinctive—the architecture. 
It stands the test of time. It's the most impressive and most 
beautiful piece of public architecture in Richmond. It's not 
only aesthetically pleasing from the outside but emotionally 
powerful from the inside.”

And that, explained White, is why we must insist on its 
preservation.           

For more information, call the City of Richmond Parks and 
Recreation at 804-646-5733. pl 

M A S ST E E J E W L E R R 

Edgehill Shopping Center, 
Gloucester

Tel: 804-693-3434
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F E A T U R E

By Nuala Galbari; Photos by David L. Justis

W
hen you enter the Gallery at York Hall, a 
unique visual feast greets you and beckons 
you to stay for a while. As you begin to 
peruse the exceptional arts and crafts, the 

collection of paintings, photography and carvings, and you 
delve deeper into the gallery’s abundant offerings, it is 
difficult to decide in which direction you should proceed. 

Each corner holds a fascination where embroidery meets 
hand-crafted cards, or distinctive jewelry coalesces with 
gorgeous quilts. Then, turning around, you may find yourself 
under the watchful eyes of a wooden Revolutionary soldier 
or even a wood carved Mallard duck. On one particular 
occasion, I became lost in one small corner of the gallery, 
while seeking a gift for a newborn girl. I discovered an 
antique christening gown with its attendant white linen cap, 
both delicately flowered with pink and yellow blossoms, 
which adorned the Broderie Anglaise. This lovely ensemble 

The Gallery at York Hall 
A warm welcome to a memorable Yorktown experience

was a product of the early 20th century, and yet was in crisp, 
perfect condition.  

While the Historic Triangle offers many unusual 
galleries and shops, here you can find some of the finest 
and most original arts and crafts, caringly created by many 
of the area’s outstanding artists. 

Each year, the gallery welcomes many thousands of 
visitors from the U.S. and all over the world, and its staff 
members are often the first to greet guests and introduce 
them to the Yorktown experience. Most often, as guests set 
out on their Yorktown tour to visit the battlefields, take in the 
atmosphere of the historic houses or spend a little quiet time 
in the grounds of Grace Episcopal Church, they have first 
stopped in at the gallery and talked with Sharon or another 
volunteer who has shared information or an interesting 
tale of the historic area, or even sent a walk-weary traveler 
to the Carrot Tree for lunch or tea and the most excellent 
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cake. The volunteers, many of whom 
are well versed in the local history of 
the area, share welcoming words with 
their guests as though they are greeting 
friends or family, and they take a 
personal interest in their visitors, or 
enjoy offering details about the artists 
or the collections within the gallery.     

The gallery presents an admirable 
selection of books and music to deepen 
your sense of history; southern cookery 
books tempt your appetite and test your 
cuisine art skills, and Revolutionary or 
Civil War music selections can create 
just the right atmosphere to help you 
recall your visit at a later time. Hand-
made quilts can warm your winter 
evenings or handicrafts may delight 
your senses. In fact, the gallery presents 
works from over one-hundred artists, 
and offers a children’s corner with 
clothing and toys for the little ones. If 
you are fortunate, you may even visit 
on a day when one or two of the artists 
are in-house and will be pleased to 
personally sign a gift for you. 

Featured artist Linda C. Miller is 
a naturalist and botanical artist whose 
watercolors have been exhibited at the 

Elizabethan Gardens, the Peninsula 
Fine Arts Center, and recently at the 
Virginia Watercolor Society Exhibition, 
among other venues. Ms. Miller also 
offers demonstrations, lectures and 
children’s workshops in the genre, 
and many of her fine botanical prints 

may be found at the Gallery. Diane 
Crutchfield, another artist whose 
works are currently featured, fashions 
exquisite, pine needle baskets that are 
striking in texture, design and color. 
Artist Carol Ferro creates the most 
delightful hand-made bunnies dressed 
in richly hued period clothing. I must 
admit to having purchased several 
of Ms. Ferro’s bunnies as gifts, quite 
unable to resist the beautifully sewn 
clothing and fine detail. Doug Edmunds 
has a remarkable talent for carving the 
most exquisite ducks, coloring each 
original work with thoughtfulness 
and a great eye for nature’s detailed 
markings. Artists Jim Olson and Jim 
Wilson feature oils and watercolors of 
fine form with subjects of great charm 
or historic significance, each work a 
one-of-a-kind in their collections.

Pulling it all together with care, 
expediency and tireless devotion, the 
gallery’s manager, Sharon Owen—a 
professional designer—contributes 
significantly to Historic Yorktown’s 

Left: Baskets by Diane Crutchfeld and 
Sandy Stromberg's Carved Wooden Duck

Above: Fine Carved Mallard 
by Doug Edmunds Jones of Richmond

 Sharon and Nuala Holding Bunnies by Carol Ferro
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thriving palette, and together with her dedicated volunteers, 
provides a critical resource that supports music, history and 
arts programs in the area. The Gallery at York Hall serves 
as a welcome center, a gallery and gift shop, an information 
resource and a host for holiday and special programs. The 
gallery currently houses other historic displays, and at the 
lower level, the York County Historical Museum sheds light 
on the fascinating stories of the region’s earlier residents, 
with many personal letters, accounts, and artifacts from 
archaeological digs.

During November and December, the season’s 
additional offerings will include the Christmas in Yorktown 
Exhibit – The Best of our Artists, featuring the Senior 
Center of York. On December 1st, Linda C. Miller will 
present a watercolor demonstration, and along with the 
other festivities held in early December, the gallery’s 
popular holiday event, the open house and Cookies with 
Santa marks the season opener.

The Gallery at York Hall is a center of warmth and 
welcome for all your Yorktown activities and a splendid 
community asset. Sharon and the staff will make you 
feel completely at home, while also assisting you with 
schedules, information and directions, and helping you find 

the perfect handcrafted gift. 
The gallery is located at 301 Main Street, at the corner 

of Ballard and Main streets in Historic Yorktown. Hours 
of operation through the end of December are Tuesdays 
– Saturdays, 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., and Sundays, 1:00 
p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

For more information, please call 757-890-4490 or 
visit  www.yorkcounty.gov/cyc. pl

Sharon holding Woven Basket by Diane Crutchfeld

The Gallery at York 

Hall is a center of 

warmth and welcome 

for all your Yorktown 

activities—and a 

splendid community 

asset. 

EquestHunter Stables
Training  •  Instruction  •  Boarding

Fully Equipped and Insured Facility
Professional Instructors

Beginner to Advanced Level 
Veterinarian Owned

10373 George Washington Memorial Highway
Gloucester, VA 23061

Tel.: 757-709-9538

www.equesthunterstables.com
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F E A T U R E

Going Home Again at 
Thanksgiving

By Sandra Rushing

It's the day after Thanksgiving, and I am remembering 
yesterday. When I moved away from Virginia in 1969, I did 
not know how many times I would return to celebrate any 
holiday in the home of my birth and youth. I would later 

count those times upon the fingers of one hand.   
YYeYsterday was different. A new family dwells in this house, 
and they graciously invited me to share with their family 
in celebrating this very American holiday. Both sets of 
grandparents were there, along with a sister and brother and 
their families. Sixteen people sat down at two tables in the 
same dining room where I had eaten Thanksgiving meals in 
my yesterdays. A generosity of spirit permeated our celebration.  
   The house is different now, and yet, every one of its differences 
are improvements over the original. Upstairs, where two back 
bedrooms were shared by my brothers, the space has been 
reconfigured into a large master suite with walk-in closets. An 
additional bathroom is located beside the original one. The 
husband and father of this new family invited me upstairs to 
show me the place where they had relocated the china press. 
When the house was first built, the china press had been built 
into the wall beside the chimney in the dining room. Now it is 
located in a nook at the head of the stairs. Its shelves are stacked 
with books, a resonating point for anyone who loves to read.  
We walked along the hallway, talking together, and once again 
I looked up into the peak of the roof, where their carpenter has 
created a cathedral ceiling at the front of the hallway. He had 

fallen in love with the little fish-eye window in the attic and 
decided it was too pretty to be concealed above the hall ceiling. 
A beautiful chandelier now hangs in front of this window.  
The new owner turned to me with a smile and said, "I love coming 
home after work and seeing the light through that window."  
A light in a window . . . the perfect symbol of home.   
   Large farms are carved down into smaller and smaller tracts of land, 
folks grieve for something they may never have experienced first 
hand. Even folks who have grown to adulthood in the city mourn 
the disappearance of family farms, though such grieving may lack 
a specific certitude. The farm of my youth has undergone many 
changes in its lifetime. Before our family claimed it, Rockbridge 
County had established it as the Poor House Farm. Later my 
father had coupled it with the Reid farm next to it. Together, the 
land in the two conjoined farms exceeded eight hundred acres.     
   And . . . once again, change has colored it with a different hue.  
I can hear the distant echo of my father's voice - "Come up, 
Captain!" - as he leads his dappled grey stallion to the watering 
trough down by the creek. I can see Captain's muscular neck 
and his head bobbing above my father's as they walk together. 
Captain's colossal feet leave deep imprints in the ground with every 
step; draft horses are not light-weights. That concrete watering 
trough is no longer there. It had disintegrated into fallen slabs 
of itself before the farm was sold. A beautiful pond has replaced 
it, a pond Daddy would have loved. The smoke house where we 
used to cure hams is also gone, melted down into our memories 
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of autumn hog-killing time. So is the 
washhouse that also sat in the backyard.  
Four imposing maple trees are gone from 
the front yard, and the pear tree has died 
down into the hillside in front of the 
house. Yesterday the grandparents brought 
two young trees to be planted. Red buds, 
their blossoms will carry the promise of 
springtime when they bloom in this new 
place. Those young trees are also symbolic, 
for this young family has labored over an 
old house that badly needed to be reborn.  
   The words of a poet, "Work is love 
made visible," were never more true than 
in the loving labor lavished upon this 
old home. Stripping it down to its stud 
bones, they replaced the old ghosts and 
the old energy that hovered there. They 
swept away decades of cobwebs from the 
attic, and the accumulation of lifetimes 
of detritus in the cellar. Six mantles have 
been stripped of umpteen coats of paint 
and returned to their places in rooms 
more than a hundred years old. A barely 
adequate kitchen has been replaced with 
beautifully made cherry cabinetry and 
fine appliances. Polished cherry floors 

reflect the warmth of this new kitchen.  
Yet, some things are the same. The carpenter 
who has labored to restore this house to 
its shining newness owns horses. He has 
brought his horses and pastured them 
there. They canter back and forth across 
the same fields where my sister's pinto, 
Sheena, used to run. My black Tennessee 
walking horse, Jet, struck attitudes in those 
same paddocks. They graze on the same 
hills where daddy's draft horse team fed 
at the end of a day's work in the fields.  
   Endings and beginnings. The ending of 
a family farm is blessed with the energy 
of a new family and the newly restored 
home of my youth. The beginning of 
their journey there is the beginning of a 
new opportunity for growth, soul growth, 
spirit growth, heart growth. The soul of 
any home may grow weary over the years, 
but every soul needs a tomorrow. A home 
that had worn a coat of staid white paint 
for its entire lifetime is now a sunny yellow.  
   This home has held tables groaning with 
an abundance of food over the years in its 
long history. Yesterday was no different. 
There was turkey with dressing and gravy 

and cranberry sauce. There was also a 
baked ham. They were served with mashed 
potatoes, green beans, corn pudding, sweet 
potato casserole and fruit salad. There was 
pumpkin pie, but also mincemeat and apple 
pie, too. I could feel mama's spirit smiling 
at the vast abundance of food laid out for 
this holiday meal, for it reminded me of the 
meals we had served during her lifetime.  
   The work of restoring this home has 
taken two long years. It has been slow, 
steady work, painstaking work, performed 
by a carpenter with perfectionistic 
standards. Along the way there were the 
usual setbacks and frustrations that are 
always part of building anything well. But, 
every day of that work was worth it, for the 
infusion of new energy into this old home 
has given it new life. A new spirit now 
dwells there, where the ghost-ridden tatters 
of old memories once hovered. Vibrant life 
has stepped in to replace the old sadness 
and the old worn-out fragments of other 
times. This much I know. Thomas Wolfe 
was wrong. You can go home again! I have 
gone home again, and it was delicious. pl

Pleasant Living Books is proud to announce A Long View 
from Sandy Hook’s Pine Grove by Ruby Lee Norris. Editors 

at PL have collected over fifty selected essays, stories, poetry 

and recipes from her work published in PL since 1991. 

This collection includes a variety of pieces about gardening, 

wildlife, history, community, and Southern cooking—works 

that have engaged PL readers for over twenty years. 

___________________

LP SINCE 1989 BOOKS

Paperback, 186 pages, $15.95, plus $4.95 shipping. (add 

5% Virginia sales tax if you are a Virginia resident and 

$1 for each additional copy).  Write to us at editor@

pleasantlivingmagazine.com, mail to Pleasant Living, 5 S. 

First St., Richmond, VA 23219, or call us at 804.644.3090.  

CAPTURING THE TRUE NORTHERN NECK

www.pleasantlivingmagazine.com/booksPLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!
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O  U  T  D  O  O  R  S

By Steve Scala; Photo Courtesy of Al Briggs

FALL ROCKS IN VIRGINIA WATERS

F
alling leaves and early 
morning frost mean 
more than the end of 
post-summer backyard 

gardening. For those with fishing 
tackle in the garage or workshop 
and a boat on the trailer or in 
the water, fall weather changes 
signal something very important; 
rockfish time. Rockfish, also 
known as stripers or striped 
bass, can eclipse even the 
most important of necessities, 
regardless of the looming 
priority. Some striper anglers 
even adjust and annotate their 
personal calendars both home 
and at work to coordinate around 
(aka without conflict) key striper 
times in the late fall and early 
winter. Frantic anglers may 
be found rummaging through 
heavier trolling tackle or more sturdy casting and jigging rod n’ reels 
in anticipation of those twenty-pound plus late fall stripers expected 
to enter Lower Chesapeake Bay in early to mid-November. Those 
who planned in advance have all of their big striper gear aboard and 
ready to fish by late October. 

The most dominant factor of late fall striper fishing is the 
weather, especially wind speed and direction. Strong nor’easters 
can make it hard for even large sturdy boats with a solid fiberglass 
deadrise hull to navigate a successful fishing trip, or at least one 
without a seasick or bruised and battered crew. Historically, when 
it blows with a steady cold rain in the late fall, the old’ timers call it 
rockfish weather. Deciding when and where to fish should always 
be determined by the weather, so stay alert to local forecast updates 
and get familiar with websites and reliable fluid weather link 
updates that include access via iPhones, iPads and laptops. Have an 
inshore alternative fishing locale ready to fall back on in the event 
of less favorable weather conditions. There are plenty of protected 
waters that harbor hungry stripers in October and November. 

A more predictable variable when angling for stripers in October 
and November is baitfish location. Find schools of menhaden and 
more than likely striped bass will be nearby and closing in on their 

next meal. Stripers tend to 
feed frequently during the late 
fall as they build up energy 
for calorie-burning travel up 
and down the Chesapeake 
Bay and its tributaries. 
Trolled lures should closely 
match the size of predominant 
menhaden schools in the area 
you are fishing. As the larger 
fish move into Virginia’s 
lower Chesapeake Bay, larger 
lures such as umbrella rigs, 
tandem rigged parachutes 
and #21 Tony Acettas or 
Crippled Alewife spoons 
will become popular options. 
For those who opt to set up a 
chum slick, fishing a line or 
two with a larger strip of cut 
menhaden baits and a small 
in-line or pinch sinker weight 

can be a promising tactic. 
November striper fishing also signals the time when a poplar 

regional fundraiser takes place in Virginia. The annual Casey 
Neal Rogers (CNR) Memorial Rockfish Tournament provides 
the opportunity for fun-filled prize money competition on the 
Chesapeake Bay and the benefit of contributing to a worthy 
cause. The news is full of how hard it is for high school 
graduates to gain access to a college education and the CNR 
Memorial Rockfish Tournament helps provide for that need. 
This fundraiser awards financial support to high school students 
in the form of scholarships, once they graduate high school in 
Northumberland County, Virginia. Casey Rogers was a popular 
and extraordinary young man, who was both a dedicated 
student and accomplished athlete. Casey’s memory continues 
as the motivation for this tournament fundraiser. This year’s 
tournament competition takes place on Saturday, November 17, 
2012. To find out how to enter and get information on the event, 
call (804) 453-7507 or visit the website at 

www.cnrtournament.com/tournament.asp.
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James R. Robusto, M.D., 
MBA, FAAFP Board Certified
Serving the community for over 20 years

Currently accepting new patients

5399 Old Virginia Street, 
Urbanna, Va. * (804)758-2110

Urbanna Family Practice, PLC

GLOUCESTER 
Edgehill Shopping Center

(804) 693-4155

for all your office needs see

SERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

THE COURTHOUSE 
RESTAURANT

Open Daily 6 am to 3 pm
1st Friday & Saturday and 

2nd & 4th Thursday til 8 pm

6714 Main Street, Gloucester
804-210-1506
804-210-1507 Fax for Take Out and Advanced Orders

DAILY SPECIALS
Breakfast all day

Reservations: 
804.695.1900

www.comfortinn.com/hotel/va315

6639 Forest Hill Avenue, 
Gloucester, vA 23061

Adder in the Path is a tragic 
chronicle of the Mormon 
War, and two very different 

families caught up in a maelstrom of 
intolerance and violence. It is a tale 
that teaches the fragility of human 
connection and the destruction 

caused by fanaticism and hypocrisy.

To order, 

visit www.belleislebooks.com 

Paperback, $16.95.   

Free shipping.

IRVINGTON 
METHODIST CHURCH

Distinctive Bazaar

DATES to remember
Nov. 3 - Holiday Bazaar
Dec. 1 - Christmas Bazaar
Bake Sale- homemade goods

Luncheon
all homemade food by our cooks

TIME  -  8:00 - 3:00

The Gallery at York Hall 
Tuesday thru Saturday 

10:00 – 4:00
Sunday 

1:00 – 4:00  
Closed Monday

Local Artists
 

757.890.4490
Fax 757.890.4484

www.yorkcounty.gov/cyc
P.O. Box 226, Yorktown, VA 23690

www.colemancrossing.com

Gloucester's First Mixed-Use Development
Now Under Construction

Townhomes Available NOW / Prices Starting at $219,000
Designed For The Way You Live!

Broker/Owner
(804) 694-7557

Sales Office Open Daily:
Mon.-Sat. 10-5 ; Sun. 12-5

7049 Crewe Rd, 
Hayes VA 23072

 Construction By
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E S S A Y

By Thea Marshall

I
’ve been re-reading a book called Blue Highways. It was 
written in the early 80s by William Least Heat-Moon. That’s 
his Osage name; his Irish-English name is William Trogdon. 
Dr. William Trogdon, a professor of English at a university 

in Missouri. His book at the time was a kind of a cult book for road 
adventurers. The title comes from the old highway maps, where 
the main routes were printed in red and the back ones in blue. 

After losing his job at the university, he decided to drive around 
the country on the blue highways, stopping where the name of a 
town seemed interesting or intriguing. He started from Missouri 
and made a circle of 13,000 miles that took him through towns 
ranging from Bad Ax and Ball Club to White Salmon and Why. 
He stopped to chat with folks, learn the history and sometimes 
the mystery of the towns, and sample the food when he could find 
what he called a “three calendar café.” This referred to what he 
called his “almost infallible way to find honest food at just prices 
in Blue Highway America: count the wall calendars in a café. 
According to his informal research,

No calendar: Same as an Interstate pit stop.

One calendar: Pre-processed food assembled in New Jersey.

Two calendars: Only if fish trophies present.

Three calendars: Can’t miss on the farm-boy breakfasts.

Four calendars: Try the ho-made pie too.

Five calendars: Keep it under your hat, or they’ll franchise.

For good reason, food played a major role in his journey. It broke the 

monotony and gave him the chance to talk to strangers and learn about 

the towns he found himself in.

Blue Highways

Naturally I thought of the blue highways of the Northern 
Neck, but of course, all the highways, or rather, roads, of the 
Northern Neck are blue, and they run through towns with 
interesting names like Alfonso and Dogue. Years ago, driving 
through the town of Lively was always a cause for hilarity when 
my youngsters spotted the sign announcing “Grumpy’s Pizza.” 
The roads of the Neck have a long history, as does the Neck 
itself. At first, there was really no need for roads, or paths as they 
were called, because everyone lived on the water, and travel was 
by boat; but soon there were inland tobacco plantations and the 
planters needed roads to get to the wharves. Narrow paths were 
built, just wide enough for hogsheads of tobacco fitted with axles 
to be rolled, pushed or pulled to the wharves so that they could 
get, ultimately, to their destinations overseas.  

In 1658 the General Assembly mandated that the roads must 
be forty feet wide and that the citizens were to be responsible 
for their upkeep. In Miriam Haynie’s wonderful book about the 
Northern Neck, The Stronghold, she writes, “This order was hard 
to enforce because for a long time the planters had little interest 
in highways on land.” 

Sometimes it’s hard to realize how much has changed 
since 1658. Today we have countless land highways. Those red 
and blue lines on the map seem like threads, sewing this nation 
together.

The closest Least Heat-Moon got to the Neck on that early 
trip was Smith Island, Maryland. If he had come a bit closer 
he would have discovered good eateries, with and without 
calendars, and interesting folk anxious and willing to talk about 
their unique towns, but he would have made another discovery: 
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ELBA AUCTIONS

REAL ESTATE & REAL PROPERTY
PERSONAL PROPERTY
BANKRUPTCY
LIQUIDATION
CONSIGNMENT

CALL TODAY FOR PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL SERVICE!

Built in 1690 by Vincent Cox, Elba is the oldest, 
privately owned residence in the Northern Neck.

CATTLE, HORSE, FARM EQUIPMENT
ANTIQUES 
COLLECTIBLES
FIREARMS
TRUCKS & AUTOMOBILES 

AUCTIONS ARE A PROVEN MARKET FOR THE FASTEST,
 EASIEST, AND MOST EFFECTIVE WAY 

TO ASSET LIQUIDITY.
SCOTT F. DUPREY 
VAA #2907004060

AUCTIONZIP.COM ID #31390
EAGLES20091992@LIVE.COM

ELBA AUCTIONS
6862 SANDY PT. RD., HAGUE, VA 22469

(H) 804.472.4199  (C) 804.313.7217

CONSTRUCTION/COMMERCIAL 
FINE JEWELRY
CHARITY
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

that we on the Neck have two sets of blue 
highways: the winding land roads that have 
been here for centuries, and the other ones, 
the ageless blue highways, the rivers and 
creeks that are so much of what make the 

Northern Neck, well, the Northern Neck. 
I suspect it would have added even more 
meaning to his response when asked what 
he learned from his odyssey. “I did learn 
what I didn’t know I wanted to know.” pl

This essay appears in Neck Tales:  
Stories from Virginia’s Northern 
Neck by Thea Marshall, published 
by Brandylane Publishers, Inc. 
in 2009.  (Paperback, $16).   
Neck Tales is available at www.
brandylanepublishers.com or from 
your favorite bookseller.

In 1658 the General Assembly mandated that 
the roads must be forty-feet wide and that the 
citizens were to be responsible for their upkeep.
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H I S T O R Y 

By Ruby Lee Norris

T
ravel with me back one hundred years during the 
days when segregation in the Northern Neck was 
one of the inheritances of the old South. We stop at 
Shiloh School at the intersection of Shiloh School 
Road and Balls Neck Road in Northumberland 

County, where white children attend public school. There, the 
farmers’ fields are outlined by luxuriant green forests and fern-
bordered dirt roads. Nearby Dividing Creek is a harbor for 
fishermen and oystermen. 

Inside the one-room school, the teacher is starting a fire in a 
cast iron stove that sits in the middle of the room, which is heavily 
lettered and decorated. She is dressed in a gathered, floor-length 
skirt, her long-sleeved white blouse ruffled at her neck and her 
long hair piled on top of her head. She has placed her books and 
lesson plans on the slanting top of the heavy, wooden standing 
teacher’s desk. Along with teaching, the teacher’s duties include 
keeping the fire going during school hours, sweeping the floor 
and washing the blackboard daily. (I gleaned this information 
from an old contract that my mother signed in the early 1900s in 
Middlesex County.) 

There are double wooden desks mounted on black cast iron 
frames for the students. An overhead oil lantern provides light 
on dark days. Blackboards are mounted on either side of the door 
and along the west wall. The teacher makes a note to have the 
older students bring in armfuls of wood to keep the fire going for 
the day and to have them get water from the Diller Farm nearby. 

On another day we travel Apple Grove Road, go by Cobbs 
Hall from the Balls Neck area to Ditchley to see Jones Run 

Northumberland County’s 
Shiloh School and Jones 

Run School 
Reminders of Our Southern Rural Roots

School, where the black children attend public school. It sits on 
an elevated knoll off Ditchley Road. It is built in a similar style 
to Shiloh School, with weatherboarding and a standing seam tin 
roof. 

The children of both schools walk to school if they live nearby, 
or travel in the family’s horse and buggy driven by older students 
who know how to care for the horse. Imagine the early morning 
ride in a buggy behind a great chestnut horse whose tail switches 
flies as he travels along the narrow road. (I can recall this kind of 
travel from my childhood in the early 1920s.) 

The students carry their lunches in so-called lunch buckets. 
Sometimes any covered can, like a syrup can, becomes a lunch 
bucket. Inside are homemade biscuits—some filled with butter, 
some with bits of country ham and some with homemade 
preserves. There are baked sweet potatoes and molasses or 
gingerbread cookies.

We discover that Shiloh School was one of eight schools 
opened in Northumberland County when public education was 
inaugurated. The site was deeded to the Wicomico Magisterial 
school in 1905 by Farmer Diller. Five local men, whose children 
would attend the school, helped in 1906 to build the one-room 
school with a front door and a window on each side. Built 
of lumber cut and milled on the Diller farm, its side-gabled 
structure is covered with pine weatherboard and there is a roof 
of standing seam tin. Like a phoenix rising from its ashes, the 
forlorn structure given to Northumberland Preservation, Inc. 
(NPI) by the Hudnall family in 1987 is emerging as a gem among 
the historical treasures of Northumberland County. Its foundation 

This article by Ruby Lee Norris appeared in the September/October 2008 issue of PL. This essay 

appears along with dozens of other stories by Ruby Lee in her new book, A Long View from Sandy 

Hook’s Pine Grove, scheduled for release this fall. Ruby Lee passed away this past March.
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was eroded so badly because of damage 
done by years of burrowing groundhogs 
that the brick piers had to be stabilized and 
restored. Further restoration has included 
the caulking and painting of the solid wood 
outside shutters. Rotted outside boards 
have been replaced. The floor and inside 
walls are being repaired and stabilized. 

There are five alumni of Shiloh School 
(1906-1929) who are living in the area. 
They are Reyn Ingram, Margaret Ingram 
Pittman, Melvin Pittman, Ruby Hudnall 
Gresham and Dora Ficklin Yancey.

The most famous teacher was Jessie 
Ball, who lived with her family just across 
the road from Shiloh School. She taught in 
1903 and 1904 in the area and continued to 
teach in the new Shiloh School from 1905-
1907. She married Alfred I. DuPont and 
she is known today as the philanthropist 
who established a foundation to offer 

college scholarships to Northern Neck 
children, among other things that benefit 
the educational and religious life of the 
Northern Neck. That bit of history is 
included in the recognition of Shiloh School 
by the National and Virginia Registers of 
Historic Places.

Current officers of NPI are: Jane Towner, 
president; Jane Turnage, vice-president 
and membership chair; Susan Cockrell, 
secretary; Susan Christopher, education; 
Les Kilduff, treasurer and legal counsel; 
Jack Moore, property management; and 
Emily Lawson, immediate past president. 

Now NPI is seeking to raise funds in 
response to receiving two challenge grants 
of $15,000. All interested citizens are urged 
to seriously consider making donations. 

Meanwhile, Jones Run School, while 
altered inside for family living, retains 
its original exterior. Its owner, Adolphus 

Shiloh School

Left to right: officers of Northumberland Preservation, Inc. Jack Moore, property management; 
Jane Towner, president; Susan Cockrell, secretary 

Jones Run School on Ditchley Road was one of the first public schools 
in the early 1900s for black children in Northumberland County

Kelly, is a resident of The Lancashire in 
Kilmarnock. One of its alumni is Joe Curry 
of Curry and Curry on Mary Ball Road 
in Kilmarnock. Joe says, “I was born in 
Ditchley and walked to Jones Run for one 
year in 1939-1940.”

Today residents and visitors can see 
these schools and benefit from past efforts 
of the citizens of the Balls Neck and 
Ditchley areas. To raise awareness and to 
become part of contemporary life, NPI is 
hostess at Shiloh School and surrounding 
areas to birding groups, nature walks, 
visits from school children and RiverRide 
cyclists, among other community groups.

NPI invites you to join by procuring a 
membership form from NPI, P.O. Box 88, 
Heathsville, VA 22473. pl

Jones Run School
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C O M M U N I T Y

Hunting for Bargains

The key to a good auction 
business is offering antiques 
and other high-quality items 

at auction on a regular basis. It's 
definitely quality over quantity in my 
book. That's why it's not unusual to 
find me at estate and yard sales looking 
for pieces that will attract enthusiastic 
and discerning  bidders.

Actually, I prefer yard sales to 
estate sales for no other reason than 
the crowds are often more civil and less 
voracious. At yard sales, you're more 
apt to see folks just rambling around, 
not looking for anything in particular, 
versus many at an estate sale who are 
virtually on a got-to-have, no-holds-
barred mission. 

By Scott Duprey

My wife and I visited an estate sale 
in the lower Neck several weeks ago. 
I overhead the lady who was running 
the sale that when she arrived the first 
morning to begin the sale, there were 
already "ten cars lined up on both sides 
of the drive-way." She said that when 
she opened the front door, she had to 
stand back or else be carried away by 
the crush of prospective buyers.

It wasn't long after I arrived and 
made my way through the house that 
I felt that certain air of excitement 
bordering hysteria in anticipation of 
a bargain sale. I remember the same 
manic feelings when I went to the state 
fair as a kid, or when my mom took 
me Christmas shopping at Miller and 

Rhodes and Thalhimer’s in Richmond. 
As I am fond of old books, I quickly 

found myself gravitating towards the 
library, but not before walking by a table 
with such a variety of collectibles on it 
that it was hard to distinguish just what 
the table was. Upon closer inspection, I 
found it to be vintage Hoosier cabinet 
in very good condition. I didn't see a 
price on it, so I asked an associate how 
much it cost. As she went to another 
room to find out the price, another 
lady who I had seen moments before 
rifling though the kitchenware, came 
hustling up to the cabinet and insisted 
to her husband that she MUST have 
it. (It's not unusual at an estate sale to 
see ladies with well-heeled men in tow, 
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rubbing their back hip pockets while 
they try to keep up.)  

"But where we gonna put it?" he 
asked with a voice already resigned to 
defeat. 

"Oh, we'll find some place!" she 
quipped with hysterical laughter.

I told the lady that I had just 
inquired about the price and that 
the associate would be back shortly, 
whereupon she ran across the room 
in quick pursuit and within moments 
returned assuring her husband (and 
me) that she had just bought it. The 
man pulled out his wrinkled hanky and 
wiped the sweat from his brow.   

"But how we gonna get it in the 
car; it's already packed from the sale we 
just left?"  

"Oh, we'll manage!" she giggled 
again while petting her new acquisition.

I wandered back into the great 
room, stopped and bent over to pick up 
a hurricane lamp that looked strangely 
isolated on the floor.

"Don't even look at it," a voice 
behind me warned. "I just bought it," 
a lady with a cane said while raking the 
contents of her pocketbook.  

I kept my hands in my pockets the 
rest of the time for fear they would be 
amputated.

My wife then came back from the 
garage where just moments earlier she 
had seen some quilt stands. Before she 
could get back to them, they were gone, 
whisked away obviously by someone 
hoarding quilts.

I felt most uncomfortable in one of 
the bedrooms on the second floor. As my 
wife I were discussing the elegance of a 
four-post bed, a man with a screwdriver 
and pliers began hastily dismantling it 
as if fire was licking its way up the stairs. 

IT SOLD FOR WHAT?
These are just a few items that brought surprising bids and sale prices at national auctions

A copper, "prancing horse" weathervane appraised at $1,200 sold for $3,254.

Another copper, "leaping stag" weathervane appraised at $3,500 sold for $13,513. 

An American golden amber blown pint flask appraised at $300 sold for $13,806.

An 1842 Robert Jones corkscrew brought $36,780.

A Delta Airlines desk model appraised at $22 sold for $1,900

An engraved 1866 Winchester appraised at $17,000 hammered at $224,250.

A pair of Colt 1861 Navy revolvers brought $109,250.

An Al Capone handgun shot off the auction block for $108,447.

Einstein"s "God Letter" (repudiating the Jews as God's "chosen people") 
went to auction Oct. 18 with a required opening bid of $3 million.   

By the time we went back downstairs, 
the bed had transfigured into a mere 
heap of lumber. 

I migrated back to the library and 
walked past a lady commanding her 
husband to stand guard next to some 
card tables until she came back with 
an associate to write up the ticket. He 
stood stock-still until she returned, a 

lone sentinel, his hand on one of the 
folded tables. 

I eventually gave up the hunt and 
just ended up relaxing on a comfortable 
credenza that had SOLD! taped to it. I 
picked up and began reading an older 
edition of Hunting with Hemingway, 

which was my only acquisition. pl
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H I S T O R Y

By Taylor Denecke

What drives an author to write a novel is no less than 
a visceral need to share a story, to impart some 
previously unstated wisdom upon the world, and 
this was exactly why Lee Adams began work on 

Strawberry Wine (Belle Isle Books, 2012). She was setting out 
to create an account of the experiences of a living organ donor, 
something she was about to experience herself.

Adams always wanted to write a book. “I must’ve started a 
hundred since grade school,” she recalls. “But I never finished 
them.” Strawberry Wine was different, though. It wasn’t just for 
her; it was for all the donors after her, and, Adams admits, “The 
characters wanted me to finish it.”

With her background in donation, Adams’ characters naturally 
exude authenticity. “You can’t understand what it’s like to be a 
living donor until you’ve been one,” she explains. Still, some 
authors try their hand at it, producing unrealistic plotlines, while 
Adams shows us that “there’s plenty of real drama involved.” 
Living donors face many emotional and physical hardships. 
They’re not just sacrificing an organ; they’re living with the fear 
that they may not be a match, that their decision could cause riffs 
in the family, or that, after everything, the transplant might not 
work at all.

Although Adams’ personal donation experience was with an 
adult recipient, she had no trouble embodying the emotions of 
her main character, Tanya, who underwent testing for her young, 
adopted daughter, Tanny. She considered the way she would have 
reacted were it her own niece or nephew needing the donation. 
“You ask fewer questions,” she says. “You don’t look back and 

       Lee Adams’   Strawberry Wine

you don’t question the decision.” Her feelings were firm on this. 
“We’ve got to take care of the children of this world.”

But the first half of Strawberry Wine isn’t focused on the 
intricacies of kidney donation. Tanya is depicted in her late teens, 
during the summer before her senior year of high school. This last 
summer at Laurel Lake—a setting inspired by Adams’ own trips 
to this Lake as a child—is full of shenanigans, young love, and 
misplaced affections, but culminates in an event that is sure to 
haunt Tanya and her friends for the rest of their lives.

Tanya may appear to radiate self-assurance in the novel, 
but that doesn’t make her any less affected by her teen years. 
According to Adams, “The decisions we make as teenagers can 
affect our entire lives,” but it’s how Tanya and the gang deal with 
these decisions that showcases one of the book’s main themes. 
“People are inherently good,” she claims, believing there comes a 
time when you have to let go of the past.

Another key undertone in Strawberry Wine is faith. A risky 
move to some considering the controversial nature of the subject, 
but Adams doesn’t apologize for including the topic. “Percentage-
wise,” she says, “a vast majority of people have some kind of 
faith, and rely on it in hard times.” Excluding it from her novel, 
she says, would have been untrue to herself.

But the core message—what Adams primarily wants readers to 
take away—is the significance of forgiveness. Tanya exemplifies 
the consequences of ignoring this counsel. Her heart, broken as 
a teen, is still unhealed in early adulthood, and will remain that 
way until she confronts her feelings and learns to forgive. “People 
make mistakes that aren’t always intended to hurt someone else,” 

Writing Truth
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Adams reminds us—a lesson she learned 
while working as vice president of national 
promotion for Broken Bow Records, a 
music industry job she shares with Tanya. 
It’s difficult to let go of the past. Adams 
knows this, but she’s learned to heed her 
own advice and forgive.

For Adams, writing Strawberry Wine 
was oddly similar to the Forest Gump 
scene where Forest just kept on running. 
She just kept on writing, running the 
writer’s marathon, crafting a story that 
intermingled youth and maturity, united 
past and present, and professed something 
she felt had gone unprofessed for too long. 
There was no looking back and no slowing 
down, not until that unmarked finish line. 
Typical research was unnecessary in her 
case because she had lived the realities, and 
the book is more candid because of it.

Tanya and her friends deal with love, 
betrayal, abuse and disease in Strawberry 
Wine, and discover that the only way to 
overcome these trials is to have faith and 
forgive. “I think that I grew through the 
characters’ growth,” Adams says. She 
admires her characters for setting aside 
their bitterness to save a child. Living 

donation can change lives, and Adams is a 
testament to this truth. “It will probably be 
a part of all my writing from now on.” pl

Strawberry Wine (paperback with color 
cover, 220 pages) is available from amazon.
com, barnesandnoble.com, fine booksellers 
and from belleislebooks.com. $15.95 plus 
shipping/handling.

Open 6 days a week
Mon.– Fri. 10 a.m. – 6 p.m. 

Sat.10 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Conveniently located in the heart of the 
neighborhood at 417 6th Street in beautiful 

downtown West Point

For more information call 804.843.DOCK

Check us out on facebook
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F O O D

Story and Photos by Dan Gill, Ethno-Gastronomist

Way, way, way back even before modern man 
evolved, our precursors discovered fire. After 
a few painful encounters, they learned how to 
manage, preserve, transport and rekindle fire and 

how to cook meat. Along the line they also discovered that if they 
covered live coals with dirt, thereby excluding air, they could 
make charcoal. It was light, easy to transport and store and easy 
to relight. They soon realized that charcoal is a concentrated 
source of heat that is better for cooking than raw wood because 
it gets hotter and there is very little smoke. Charcoal can even 
be used in a shelter or cave provided there is enough ventilation 
to avoid a buildup of deadly carbon monoxide gas. This is why 
teepees and yurts work so well. As man learned to control fire and 
smoke, barbecue, the epitome of Neanderthal cuisine, became a 
possibility. 

Charcoal is simply wood, or other organic matter, burned 
to coals and then deprived of oxygen to stop pyrolysis, or raw 
organics heated in an oxygen-deprived retort until nothing is left 
but char (carbon). Properly made it burns hot and clean with little 
smoke or ash. Once lit, it functions just like live coals and is the 
best heat source for grills, smokers and barbecue pits. Natural 
charcoal imparts little smoke or flavor as most of the volatiles 
have been burned away. Primitive man learned that if enough air 
is forced through burning charcoal, it will produce sufficient heat 
to melt rocks and separate metals. Gold, silver, copper, bronze, 
iron and steel were all initially extracted from rocks in charcoal-
fired furnaces. Metals were then softened in charcoal-fired forges 
to be worked into useful or artistic objects. 

Charcoal and How to Make It  

Until the Industrial Revolution, charcoal was the primary 
and preferred fuel for metalworking. Vast forests were cleared 
in Europe and then America to feed furnaces and forges. Colliers 
made charcoal by arranging wood in large piles and covering 
with soil or sod, leaving some holes at the bottom for combustion 
air and a chimney in the middle for the gasses to escape. These 
piles or clamps were then lit from the top and the burn controlled 
until the wood became charcoal. This was dirty and dangerous 
work. The pile had to be jumped during the burn to compact the 
coals, and if the collier broke through the soil covering, he also 
became charcoal. Back in the ‘50s, when I was coming along and 
outdoor cooking was getting popular, there was an old man up 
the road from us who still made hickory charcoal the old-time 
way and sold it in burlap bags. Charcoal clamps are now things 
of the past in the United States and most of Europe; although 
they contribute significant amounts of greenhouse gasses, they 
can still be found in many developing areas around the world. 

The best charcoal for cooking is made from hardwoods such 
as hickory, cherry, oak or mesquite, but it can also be made 
from practically any organic matter: Agricultural waste, bones, 
coconut shells, bagasse (sugar cane stalks), waste wood or 
logs and even the occasional dead cat, though they tend to be 
somewhat difficult to relight. Each type of charcoal has specific 
uses: Amazonian natives created rich, productive soil (terra preta 
do índio or Indian black earth) by charring agricultural waste and 
household refuse in trenches; charcoal can be powdered and used 
as a dietary supplement for digestive ailments; activated charcoal 
is used to absorb and remove ingested toxins; ground charcoal 

T iming is important. Plan to start your burn on the hottest, muggiest day of the year with a 

comfort index of at least 105 and air quality just above the minimum to sustain life. These 

conditions won't affect the charcoal process at all but will ensure that the experience is memorable. 
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Something Different  
Country Store and Deli

3617 Old Virginia Street 

Call in orders 758-8000
www.pine3.info  •  sdcsdeli@yahoo.com

Home of THE Virginia sandwich
Smoked Turkey & Country Ham Salad

BBQ, Ribs, Smoked Meats, & Salmon
Freshly Roasted Coffees & Peanuts

Homemade Sides & Desserts 
 Deli Sandwiches - to order 

 Fine Wines & Cheeses 
 Homemade Ice Cream 

Parties & Platters

Between Urbanna and Remlik
Rt. 602 & 603 in Downtown Pinetree

Righteous Ribs & 
Bodacious Butts!

"Keep up with us on Facebook"

Winter Hours: 
Wed – Sat

10 am – 6 pm  
 Sun 

  8 am – 3 pm

Closed: 
Mon. & Tues.

is mixed with sulfur and potassium nitrate 
(saltpeter) to make gunpowder [Historical 
note: Early settlers in Virginia were 
required by law to save urine to be shipped 
back to England for making gunpowder]; 
amateur and professional pyrologists 
use grapevine and willow charcoals 
for sparkling displays; blacksmiths and 
steelmakers prefer charcoal over coal or 
coke because it burns hotter, is low in sulfur 
and is a good source for carbon in making 
steel; and less-than-perfect moonshine can 
be run through an activated charcoal filter 
to remove impurities, then stored in glass 
jars filled with under-cooked charcoal to 
mellow and polish (don’t ask).

Good charcoal is hard to find but easy 
to make at home. There are two basic 
methods for making it: direct and indirect. 
The direct method uses heat from the 
incomplete combustion of the organic 
matter that is being charred. The rate of 
combustion is controlled by regulating the 
amount of oxygen allowed into the burn 
and is stopped by excluding oxygen before 
the charcoal itself begins to burn. This 
is the ages-old method used by colliers 
to make charcoal in a pit, pile or clamp, 
or more recently in metal or masonry 
chambers (kilns). The easiest way to make 
charcoal at home is simply to burn wood 
down to coals and then to exclude oxygen 
by covering with soil, or by placing the hot 
coals into an airtight container until it’s 
cool. When camping, I will collect good 
hot hardwood coals from the campfire and 
put them in my smoker with the dampers 
closed until they cool. Larger quantities 
can be made in a 55-gallon drum using the 
“top down burn” method. [Note: Whether 
burning wood in a campfire, wood stove, 
fireplace or masonry heater, the top-down 
fire building technique is far superior to the 
traditional bottom-lit method because it is 
easier, more reliable and cleaner-burning. 
It enables more complete combustion of the 
gases, resulting in less smoke, less wasted 
heat energy, and faster, hotter burns. If 
regulated properly, the burn zone advances 
slowly down through the wood using the 
available oxygen and thus preventing the 
coals above from burning to ash.] Remove 
the top of the drum and knock a few holes 
in the bottom for air, fill with split wood 
up to three inches thick, top with kindling 
and light with newspaper or hot coals. 
Once the fire is going good, replace the 
top loosely  (a chimney with a damper is 
helpful here) and let it burn until there is no 
more smoke, only clear shimmering waves 

of heat. Cover the bottom holes with dirt to 
stop the burn, tighten the top or close the 
damper and allow the drum and contents to 
cool several hours or overnight to prevent 
re-ignition.

The indirect method uses an external 
heat source to "cook" organic matter 
contained in a closed, but vented chamber 
(retort). This is usually carried out in a 
metal or masonry chamber (furnace). The 
indirect method results in a higher yield 
of high quality charcoal with less smoke 
and pollutants and requires less skill and 
attention than direct burns. When I got 
serious about barbecue and needed good, 
clean charcoal, I developed a procedure to 
make my own using a 30-gallon drum as the 
retort and a 55-gallon drum for a furnace. 
This arrangement is environmentally 
sound because all of the volatiles and 
pollutants are directed into the fire and 
burned, providing additional heat to drive 
the reaction. Alternatively, they may be 
captured and separated for other uses. In 
more permanent configurations, waste heat 
may also be recovered in the form of hot 
air or water with a heat exchanger or water 
jacket. 

The basic procedure is quite simple: 
Drill five or six 3/8” holes in the bottom 
of a 30-gallon drum (retort, small drum). 
Larger or smaller drums may be used for 
the retort, but the larger the drum, the lower 
the surface-to-volume ratio and the longer 
it takes to burn, requiring much more 
energy. The relationship is not linear, so a 
30-gallon drum is optimum and a 55-gallon 
drum is the practical maximum. Cut a hole 
about 8” high by 12” wide in the bottom 
side of the 55-gallon drum (furnace, large 
drum) for stoking the fire – save the cutout 
for controlling airflow during the burn. 
Optional – attach a three foot section of 
4” stovepipe with damper to the furnace 
lid. Prepare the wood so that billets are 
less than four inches thick – length is not 
important as long as the billets can be 
packed into the smaller drum efficiently. 
Pack the small drum with wood and secure 
the top (it is helpful to leave the lid off or 
cracked on the smaller drum during the first 
third of the burn while white water vapor 
is being released). Place the retort on three 
firebricks laid on edge in the larger drum. 
Place the lid on the furnace and open the 
damper – or leave the lid askew or slightly 
raised if you do not use a chimney. Lay 
a fire under the retort and light it – I also 
slip pieces of wood between the two drums 
initially. As the wood heats in the retort, the 

smoke will be white from water vapor, then 
mostly clear as the wood starts outgassing. 
If everything is right, combustible gasses 
will be forced out under pressure into the 
fire. When it really gets going it sounds like 
a jet engine. When outgassing stops and no 
flames are coming out of the holes in the 
bottom of the retort, the burn is complete. 
If the top fits tightly, the retort can just 
be left in place to cool – not enough air 
will enter the bottom holes to ignite the 
charcoal. Alternatively, the retort may be 
removed and placed on dirt to block the 
holes. When cool, dump the charcoal into 
a wheelbarrow or whatever. It should be 
uniformly black with no brown centers 
and should tinkle loudly when handled. If 
you have any brown centers save them for 
polishing moonshine. 

Charcoal, as used to make barbecue, 
is primarily a source of consistent heat. 
Therefore, if you purchase commercial 
charcoal, you are really buying BTUs 
(British Thermal Units), a measure of 
heat content determined by the percentage 
of fixed carbon. Natural briquettes and 
lump charcoals contain significantly 
more BTUs per pound, burn considerably 

(Continued on page 27)
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Autumn Reading
Great Books for

By Gordon Swanson ($17.95) 

During the 1950s, one special army quartermaster group was assigned the difficult but essential task of 
testing potential army materials—tests that often required putting soldiers at risk, challenging them at 

the top of their physical endurance, under the worst possible conditions.  Like guinea pigs, these random-
ly chosen soldiers were forced to participate in dangerous testing programs, so that others could benefit. 

This is the true but untold story of one of those soldiers, author Gordon Swanson.  Soldier Pigs de-
scribes many of Swanson’s tasks—from equipment and machinery tests in extreme heat of the Yuma 
sand dunes, to a secret test in Death Valley, then on to the frigid cold near the Arctic Circle, and his many 
other experiences as part of this unique military unit.  The author was subjected to surprising ordeals as a 
guinea pig, and almost killed several times; still, he believes that the work of these men may have saved 
the lives of many others in the military.  His graphic descriptions give the reader the utmost respect for 
the valuable work of these soldiers.

By Dr. Inez Tuck  ($14.00)

Forgiveness helps to heal wounds and build bridges.  It is beneficial to a person’s health and well-being, and 
aids in healing the injustices and misunderstandings of life.  Why, then, is it often difficult to put into practice? 

    In To Err Is Human, Inez Tuck offers a collection of readings that explore forgiveness as it relates to 
everyday experiences. She connects forgiveness with a multitude of topics, discussing how it relates 
to fear, despair, racism, violence, and war; and emphasizing its importance in love, reconciliation, humility, 
honesty, trust, and serenity. Tuck describes forgiveness from a secular perspective and as seen by various 
faiths and religions. She offers her lessons with a simplicity that allows the reader to practice the ideas, to 
develop the knowledge and skills necessary to becoming a forgiving person.

By Timir Banerjee  ($22.00)

With his father, one uncle, and maternal grandfather all working as doctors in India, Timir Banerjee 
knew early in life that he was destined for a career in medicine. It is ironic, therefore, that a major 

theme of The Braying Donkey, Banerjee’s loosely organized collection of memoirs and inspirational 
thoughts, is his lifelong quest for identity and self-fulfillment against the unforgiving forces of social 
convention, discrimination, and the random circumstances of birth. Born in India, he came to Louisville, 
Kentucky, as a young hospital intern in the 1960s. The story of his cross-cultural experience is a revealing 
contrast between the medical practices of his homeland and those of the US, but mostly, it is the unique 
and inspiring self-portrait of a remarkable individual.

By Mariah Robinson  ($16.00)   

Enter the world of Jillian Barrister and those who orbit around her—Clay, David, Norma and Dr. Allison—
players in a riveting drama of love and loss, happiness and anguish, innocence and guilt. It is Dr. Allison’s 

task to study and understand his patients through the process of analysis, and Jillian is no exception—or 
is she? The more deeply he probes, the closer he comes to unearthing the childhood tragedy that has 
isolated her from herself and others, and could topple the precarious defenses of her internal world—a 
fragile but guarded state of consciousness in which the past is always just beneath the surface. 
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Flowering Fields Bed & Breakfast
"Where Southern Hospitality Begins"

Near Irvington, Kilmarnock & White Stone
 232 Flowering Field  - White Stone, VA 22578

RESERVATIONS: (804) 435-6238
floweringfieldsbandb@gmail.com
www.floweringfieldsbandb.com

Breakfast includes famous Crabcakes

longer and produce much less ash than 
the commonly available and cheaper 
“formulated” briquettes, which usually 
contain non-organic fillers. There is also 
a wide variation in the quality of natural 
lump. Some popular, readily available 
brands are not cooked enough, have a 
relatively low carbon density (heat index) 
and retain enough volatile compounds to 
look like roman candles while being lit in 
a chimney. If you can’t make your own, 
at least buy a good quality charcoal. After 
much research, we have decided to use and 
sell the “Wicked Good” brand of natural 
charcoal. Popular on the competition 
circuit, Wicked Good is made with a high 
quality blend of five South American 
hardwoods selected for long burn times, 
high BTUs per pound and low ash content. 
All of the wood is grown on plantations 
and does not contribute (further) to rain 
forest destruction. Their kilns are state-
of-the-art: Pollutants normally associated 
with charcoal production are captured and 
processed rather than being allowed to 

escape into the environment. The producers 
also take charcoal-making one step beyond 
and remove most of the remaining volatiles, 
thus minimizing sparking, a common and 
aggravating problem with some natural 
charcoals. Independent tests indicate 
that Wicked Good lump charcoal burns 
almost twice as long as the most popular 
manufactured briquettes, producing about 
40% more heat and leaving only 10% 
as much ash. Wicked Good all-natural 
briquettes stack up even better – proving, 
once again, that it “always pays to go first 
class.” So stop by Something Different for 
some wicked good charcoal, wicked good 
barbecue and wicked good company.

Useful links:

www.nakedwhiz.com 
www.wickedgoodcharcoal.com 
www.pine3.info/Barbecue 101 Part II.htm

 – The Fuel 
www.pine3.info/Charmake.htm - How to 
make charcoal at home  

Since I initially published my web 
pages on “How to Make Charcoal at 
Home” back in 1998, they have become 
cult classics steadily attracting ten 
times as many hits as any of my other 
writings. Visitors come from all around 
the world, mostly from the United States 
but also many from China, Asia, Africa, 
Russia and South America. There 
are now large numbers of web pages, 
including university studies, describing 
systems suspiciously similar to my 
original work, but no credits. I went on 
to design a system based on 55-gallon 
drums and I fabricated interchangeable 
steel bases and lids with detachable 
legs, gas burners, and provisions for 
gas recovery, all made from readily 
available materials. The invention 
was aimed at developing countries 
where there was a need for efficient 
and portable charcoal production 
equipment that could be used in the 
field. I seriously considered patenting 
and marketing the system in South 
America, Asia and Africa, but decided 
that I did not want to spend the rest of 
my life defending patents for a process 
as basic as charcoal making. 

(Continued from page 25) 

LP SINCE 1989
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Best Breakfast Hotspot 
Winner: Something Different 
Country Store and Deli
804-758-8000
www.pine3.info/

Best Ice Cream 
Winner: Bethpage Mini Golf and 
Ice Creamery
804-758-4349
www.bethpagecamp.com

Best Jeweler 
Winner: Burke’s Jewelers
804-435-1302

Best Barbeque 
Winner: Something Different 
Country Store and Deli
804-758-8000
www.pine3.info

Best Gift Shop
Winner: Garden Club Interiors
804-758-9100

Best B&B or Hotel 
Winner: Chesapeake Inn
804-758-1111
www.thechesapeakeinn.com

Best Auto Repair Shop 
Winner: Fast Eddie’s
804-758-4824

Best Wine Selection 
Winner: Northern Neck Gourmet
804-333-3012
www.northernneckgourmet.com

Best Non-chain Clothing 
Winner: Lowe Tide
804-758-4444
www.lowe-tide.com

Best Hair Salon 
Winner: Hair by Sarah
804-776-0061

Best Local Musician 
Winner: Jumbo Lump Daddy and 
the Backfin Boys
Find them on Facebook

Best Bank 
Winner: EVB
804-443-5363
www.bankevb.com

Best Pet Service 
Winner: Dobe Run

Best Pizza 
Winner: Dano’s Pizza
804-776-8031

Best Bookstore
Winner: Twice Told Tales
804-693-9209
www.tttbs.com

Best Doctor 
Winner: Dr. James Robusto, M.D.
804-758-2110

Best Antique Shop 
Winner: Kilmarnock Antiques
804-435-1207
www.virginia-antiques.com

2011 Best Secrets of the River Country 
Contest Winners

We're excited to congratulate the following winners of the 2011 Best Secrets of the River Country Contest!  
Over 4,000 readers voted for their favorites in the following 25 categories.  Every year, PL readers 
continue to reveal the many wonderful secrets along the main streets and back roads of the River Country.

Keep watch for the Pleasant Living announcements around the River Country identifying our Best Secrets winners, 
and be sure to stop in to wish them your personal congratulations! 

The 2012 Best Secrets Contest is already in launch mode!  Now you can also vote online at pleasantlivingmagazine.
com.  Click on "Contests" on the left column on our home page, and follow the prompts.

Best Realtor 
Winner: Mason Realty
804-758-2777
www.masonrealty.com

Best Vet
Winner: Saluda Vet
804-758-2303

Best Seafood
Winner: J&W Seafood
800-322-9740
www.jandwseafood.com

Best Golf Course
Winner: Piankatank River Golf Club
804-776-6516
www.piankatankrivergolfclub.com

Best Furniture Selection 
Winner: Garden Club Interiors
804-758-9100

Best Contractor
Winner: Walden Construction
804-776-9753

Best Dentist 
Winner: Dr. Eric Miller, D.D.S.
804-758-1103
www.ericmillerdds.com
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Our services include:
Home Decorating Consultation

Furniture for any Decor
Floor Coverings

Window Treatments
Bedding

Home Accessories
Pool and Patio

;
Main St.

Kilmarnock, Virginia
(804) 435-1329

Monday- Saturday
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
www.wfbooth.com

3 3 3 3

Toll Free
800-543-8894

       NEW FROM BRANDYLANE

In a detailed look at the history of Richmond, 
Benjamin Campbell examines the contradictions 

and crises that have formed the city over more than 
four centuries. Campbell argues that the community 
of metropolitan Richmond is engaged in a decisive 
spiritual battle in the coming decade. He believes the 
city, more than any in the nation, has the potential 
for an unprecedented and historic achievement. Its 
citizens can redeem and fulfill the ideals of their 
ancestors, proving to the world that race and class can 
be conquered by the deliberate and prayerful intention 
of honest and dedicated citizens. 

About the Author 
A native of Arlington, Virginia, the Rev. Benjamin 
P. Campbell studied political science and political 
economy at Williams College in Massachusetts, and 
studied theology as a Rhodes Scholar at the Queen’s 
College in Oxford. He received a Master’s in Divinity 
and an honorary Doctorate in Divinity from the 
Virginia Theological Seminary in Alexandria.  He has 
ministered to three Episcopal churches, and served as 
Communications Director and subsequently Program 
Director of the Episcopal Diocese of Virginia. In 
1987, he became Pastoral Director of Richmond Hill, 
an ecumenical Christian community and retreat center 
on Church Hill in Richmond. 

Paperback, $15.95.  Available from 
brandylanepublishers.com, amazon.com, 
bn.com and fine booksellers.

Richmond's Unhealed History 
by Rev. Benjamin P. Campbell

To Order
Order direct from the publisher at www.belleislebooks.
com; 804.644.3090 or write 5 South First Street, 
Richmond, Virginia 23219.  Also available at amazon.
com and bn.com. $15.95 plus shipping/handling. 

   
en years have passed since Tanya 
Smith’s last summer at Laurel 

Lake—the summer of Marie. Today Tanya 
is a confident, successful music promoter—a 
far cry from the naïve seventeen-year-old who 
showed up at the lake full of rosy notions of 
first love, lifelong friendships, and evenings 
spent sipping strawberry wine on the shore. 
That September changed everything, and as 
far as Tanya is concerned, there’s no going 
back. That is, until a mysterious phone call 
from Marie’s lawyer brings Tanya face to 
face with the past. Suddenly she finds herself 
returning to Laurel Lake and to everything 
she left behind there. 

Strawberry 
wine
Lee Adams
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WANT TO SEE ADVERTISING THAT WORKS?

List Your Business FREE!

.COM

FIND US AT

WWW.MYVMAGAZINE.COM

Click on the SOURCEBOOK for WOMEN LOGO LINK

For more details, write vsponsorships@gmail.com • 804.644.3091

WITH A SPONSORSHIP,

WE’LL ALSO TELL YOUR STORY IN WORDS, PICTURES AND LINKS

AND BLAST IT TO THOUSANDS OF WOMEN

Women's Sourcebook 

NEW WEBSITE LAUNCHING THIS FALL

@ www.WOMENSSOURCEBOOK.com

Women's 
Sourcebook 
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